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Abstract:
As a type of anti-pattern, test smells are defined as poorly designed tests and their presence may negatively affect the quality
of test suites and production code. Test smells are the subject of active discussions among practitioners and researchers,
and various guidelines to handle smells are constantly offered for smell prevention, smell detection, and smell correction.
Since there is a vast grey literature as well as a large body of research studies in this domain, it is not practical for
practitioners and researchers to locate and synthesize such a large literature. Motivated by the above need and to find out
what we, as the community, know about smells in test code, we conducted a ‘multivocal’ literature mapping (classification)
on both the scientific literature and also practitioners’ grey literature. Our review has identified the largest catalogue of test
smells, along with the summary of guidelines/techniques and the tools to deal with those smells. This article aims to benefit
the readers (both practitioners and researchers) by serving as an “index” to the vast body of knowledge in this important
area, and by helping them develop high-quality test scripts, and minimize occurrences of test smells and their negative
consequences in large test automation projects.
Keywords: Software testing; test scripts; test smells; test anti-patterns; multivocal literature mapping; survey; systematic
mapping

1 INTRODUCTION
Software testing can be conducted either manually or in an automated manner. In manual testing, a human tester takes
over the role of an end-user interacting with and executing the software under test (SUT)1 to verify its behavior and to find
any observable defects [1]. On the other hand, in automated testing, test-code scripts are developed using certain test tools
(e.g., the JUnit framework) and are then executed without human testers’ intervention to test the behavior of an SUT. If
planned and implemented properly, automated testing could yield various benefits over manual testing, such as
repeatability and reduction of test effort (and thus costs). However, if not implemented properly, automated testing will
lead to extra costs and effort and could even be less effective than manual testing in detecting faults [1].
Automated software testing and development of test code (scripts) are now mainstream in the software industry. For
instance, in a recent book, Microsoft test engineers reported that “there were more than a million [automated] test cases written
for Microsoft Office 2007” [2]. Automated test suites with high internal quality facilitate maintenance activities, such as code
comprehension and regression testing. Development of test-code scripts is however tedious, error prone and requires
significant up-front investment. Furthermore, developing high-quality test-code is not trivial and “writing effective unit tests
is as much about the test itself as it is about the code under test” [3]. “Tests can have bugs too!” [4]. As a test practitioner pointed
out in a blog [3], “Complex and messy unit tests don’t add any value even if the code under test is perfectly designed”.
Many guidelines have been proposed to help developers develop high-quality test code. We coined the term ‘Software TestCode Engineering (STCE)’ in our recent works [5, 6] which refers to the set of practices and methods to systematically develop,
verify and maintain high-quality test code. Unfortunately, such practices and guidelines are not always followed properly
in practice, resulting in symptoms called bad smells (anti-patterns) in test code (or simply test smells). Just like regular source
(production) code, test code is vulnerable to design problems (e.g., code duplication, poor modularity). In other words, a
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smell is a symptom of an underlying problem in code. A test smell is a problem in test code which, if left to worsen, will
cause problems in the future. Various definitions for test smells have been provided in the literature, e.g., (1) Generally
speaking, test smells are described as a set of problems in test code [7]; (2) Test smells are poorly-designed tests and their
presence may negatively affect test suites and production code (aspects such as maintainability or even their functionality
[8, 9]); and (3) Test smells are violations of the four phase test pattern (setup, exercise, verify, and teardown), resulting in a
reduction in one or more test quality criteria [10]. Inspired by the definition of code smells [11], we can simplify the
definition of test smells as follows: A test smell refers to any symptom in test code that indicates a deeper problem.
If not fixed on time, test smells can lead to various issues, e.g., low maintainability of test code (e.g., due to duplications in
test code), inability to detect real defects in production code (due to missing assertions in tests), and test bugs (e.g.,
indeterministic tests, which sometimes pass and sometimes fail without any chance in the SUT, which are also called flaky
tests [12]). Note that, test smells are not test bugs [12]. Bugs (faults) in test code are issues that that change the intended
(expected) behaviour of the test [12], whereas test smells are issues that lower quality of tests, e.g., low execution speed (the
slow test smell), low readability (the obscure test smell), low maintainability, and low fault detection power (tests having
inadequate assertions). In this survey paper, we focus on test smells, as one type of issues in test code.
As a matter of fact, the relationship of test smells and test bugs is like the relationship of code smells and regular software
bugs, e.g., [13, 14]. As stated in [13], “Code smells are usually not bugs as they are not technically incorrect and don't currently
prevent the program from functioning. Instead, they indicate weaknesses in design that may be slowing down development or increasing
the risk of bugs or failures in the future”. Similarly, various studies, e.g., [12], have found that test smells can lead to test bugs.
Therefore, we can adopt the discussion of [13] to test smells as follows: Test smells are usually not bugs as they are not
technically incorrect issues in test scripts and don't currently prevent the test script from executing. Instead, they indicate
weaknesses in the test script that could have negative consequences in the future, e.g., increase the risk of test bugs, and
lead to low maintainability of test code.
In their collaborations with practitioner testers and in the context of several test automation projects in the last 15+ years
[15], the authors have come to realize that many test automation specialists do not always possess the right skills to write
high-quality automated test scripts and thus they regularly develop test scripts which contain a variety of test smells. Test
smells cause lots of problems and incur major costs for many companies. For example, a recent post in the official Google
Testing Blog [16] mentioned that: “Almost 16% of our tests have some level of flakiness associated with them! This is a staggering
number; it means that more than 1 in 7 of the tests written by our world-class engineers occasionally fail in a way not caused by changes
to the code or tests”. A 2009 study [17] reported that the annual cost of manual maintenance and evolution of test scripts was
estimated to be between $50-$120 million for a company named Accenture. Occurrence of test smells have a major
contribution in such costs.
To address the abovementioned challenges, test smells have become the subject of active discussions among both
practitioners and researchers. Many practitioners and researchers are constantly offering solutions and guidelines to handle
smells, i.e., smell prevention, smell detection, and smell correction (fixation). Since there is a vast grey literature (written by
practitioners) as well as a large body of research by researchers in this domain, it is not easy for practitioners and researchers
to locate and synthesize such a large literature. In many cases, it has been reported that, by not knowing the state-of-thepractice, many practitioners “reinvent the wheel” [18, 19], e.g., re-coin a name for an already-existing test smell or redevelop
an existing method to detect/fix smells.
To address the abovementioned need and to identify the state-of-the-art and –practice in this area and to find out what we
(as a community) know about smells in test code, we report in this work a ‘multivocal’ literature review on both the scientific
literature and also practitioners’ grey literature. A multivocal literature mapping (MLM) [20, 21] is a systematic literature
review (SLR) in which data from multiple types of sources are included, e.g., scientific literature and practitioners’ grey
literature (e.g., blog posts, white papers, and presentation videos). Multivocal mapping studies have recently started to
appear in software engineering, e.g., a recent mapping was published in the area of technical debt [22], and are especially
suitable for investigating test smells, an area which is equally relevant for and driven by both industry and academia.
By summarizing what we know about smells in test code, this review paper collects the largest set of test smells in the
literature, in a variety of test languages and frameworks, e.g., JUnit, and the Testing and Test Control Notation (TTCN) [23].
Our article aims to benefit the readers by serving as an “index” to the vast body of knowledge in this area.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. A review of the related work is presented in Section 2. We describe
the study goal and research methodology in Section 3. Section 4 presents the searching phase and selection of sources.
Section 5 discusses the development of the systematic map and data-extraction plan. Section 6 presents the results of the
2
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literature review. Section 7 summarizes the findings and discusses the lessons learned. Finally, in Section 8, we draw
conclusions, and suggest areas for further research.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we first provide a brief overview of the concept of test smells. We then briefly provide a background on
multivocal literature reviews since it is a relatively new terminology in software engineering. We finish the section by
reviewing the related work, i.e., other secondary studies in the scope of test smells in the literature.
2.1 A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE CONCEPT OF TEST SMELLS
Before presenting the results of our review, we set the stage by providing an example of a test smell and also a “healthy”
test in Figure 1. The test smell in this example is an “eager test” and we have taken it from a popular open-source project
named JFreeChart (www.jfree.org/jfreechart). An eager test is a test method that attempts to test several behaviors of the
tested object. In this example eager test, we can see that there are 25 assert method calls. A failure in any of those asserts
inside such a test method makes it harder for the developer to understand what went wrong during testing. The removal
of this smell can be accomplished by splitting the method into smaller test methods, each one testing a specific behavior of
the tested object.
There are guidelines which recommend that it is a good idea to include only a single assert or a few of them per test. Testers
sometimes find reasons to assert multiple post-conditions in a single test, but more often the multiple assertions indicate
that they have more than one test case inside one single test method. In such cases, the “longer test screams: Split me!” [24].
As we discuss in the rest of this paper, there are many other types of test smells.
To develop high-quality test scripts, and minimize occurrences of test smells and their negative consequences in large test
automation projects, it is important to prevent, detect and fix test smells. As nicely put in a practical book entitled ‘Testing
with F#’ [25]: “after reading this book, you will be able to identify test smells at an early stage and fight them in order to keep a good
and healthy test suite”.
public class XYTextAnnotationTest {
/**
* Confirm that the equals method can distinguish all the required
fields.
*/
@Test
public void testEquals() {
XYTextAnnotation a1 = new XYTextAnnotation("Text", 10.0, 20.0);
XYTextAnnotation a2 = new XYTextAnnotation("Text", 10.0, 20.0);
assertTrue(a1.equals(a2));
// text
a1 = new XYTextAnnotation("ABC", 10.0, 20.0);
assertFalse(a1.equals(a2));
a2 = new XYTextAnnotation("ABC", 10.0, 20.0);
assertTrue(a1.equals(a2));
// x
a1 = new XYTextAnnotation("ABC", 11.0, 20.0);
assertFalse(a1.equals(a2));
a2 = new XYTextAnnotation("ABC", 11.0, 20.0);
assertTrue(a1.equals(a2));
// y
a1 = new XYTextAnnotation("ABC", 11.0, 22.0);
assertFalse(a1.equals(a2));
a2 = new XYTextAnnotation("ABC", 11.0, 22.0);
assertTrue(a1.equals(a2));
// font
a1.setFont(new Font("Serif", Font.PLAIN, 23));
assertFalse(a1.equals(a2));
a2.setFont(new Font("Serif", Font.PLAIN, 23));
assertTrue(a1.equals(a2));
// paint
GradientPaint gp1 = new GradientPaint(1.0f, 2.0f, Color.red, 3.0f,
4.0f, Color.yellow);
GradientPaint gp2 = new GradientPaint(1.0f, 2.0f, Color.red, 3.0f,
4.0f, Color.yellow);
a1.setPaint(gp1);
assertFalse(a1.equals(a2));
a2.setPaint(gp2);
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assertTrue(a1.equals(a2));
...
a1.setOutlineStroke(new BasicStroke(1.2f));
assertFalse(a1.equals(a2));
a2.setOutlineStroke(new BasicStroke(1.2f));
assertTrue(a1.equals(a2));
a1.setOutlineVisible(!a1.isOutlineVisible());
assertFalse(a1.equals(a2));
a2.setOutlineVisible(a1.isOutlineVisible());
assertTrue(a1.equals(a2));
}
...
}
/**
* Confirm that cloning works.
*/
@Test
public void testCloning() throws CloneNotSupportedException {
XYTextAnnotation a1 = new XYTextAnnotation("Text", 10.0, 20.0);
XYTextAnnotation a2 = (XYTextAnnotation) a1.clone();
assertTrue(a1 != a2);
assertTrue(a1.getClass() == a2.getClass());
assertTrue(a1.equals(a2));
}

Figure 1- An eager test and a “healthy” test from the code-base of the JFreeChart project

There have been studies to investigate developers’ perception of test smells, e.g., the study in [26] explored the perceptions
of 19 software engineers about test smells. The results found that those particular 19 software engineers generally did not
recognize (potentially harmful) test smells. However, in the external validity section of [26], the authors mentioned doubts
on the generalization of their findings by stating that the results of their survey are clearly confined to the specificity of
those 19 respondents. It is possible that other software engineers might exhibit different levels of awareness about test
smells. The authors of the current paper also think so, since as we will discussed throughout the rest of this paper, a large
number of practitioners are active in identifying and naming test smells, and suggesting approaches for preventing,
detecting, correcting them via a vast amount of knowledge that they are continuously sharing online (referred to as grey
literature).
We attribute such a difference in opinions and perceptions of software engineers about test smells to wide differences in
skill-levels among different practitioners in the software industry and also their test automation maturity differences [27,
28]. A large number of maturity models have been presented to quantify and assess such differences in knowledge
(maturity) of peoples, teams and software organizations about various software testing topics [28]. While some software
engineers may be experts in test automation and are careful about preventing, detecting, correcting smells in case they occur
(Section 6.5), some other software engineers seem to be quite unaware of smells as known anti-patterns (as reported in [26]).
Obviously, one goal of the papers published in this area is to increase the level of awareness among practitioners.
We should also mention in this outset that the idea of anti-patterns is somewhat controversial in the software engineering
and patterns community. “Some people do not like the idea of cataloging bad ideas, because there are infinitely many of them, among
other reasons. Over time, however, they [anti-patterns] seem to have been increasingly accepted” [29]. Thus, similar to many others
in the community, e.g., [S126, S128-…S136], we consider test smells as a type of anti-patterns in this survey.
2.2 MULTIVOCAL LITERATURE REVIEW AND MAPPING STUDIES
While systematic review and literature mapping studies are valuable, researchers have reported that “the results of a SLR or
a SM [systematic review and literature mapping] study could provide an established body of knowledge, focusing only on research
contributions” [30] (missing the industry side of things). Since those studies do not include the “grey” literature (nonpublished, nor peer-reviewed sources of information), produced constantly in a very large scale by practitioners, those
studies do not provide much insight into the “state of the practice”.
For a practical (practitioner-oriented) field such as software engineering, synthesizing and combing both the state-of-the art
and –practice is very important. Unfortunately, it is a reality that a large majority of software practitioners do not publish
in academic forums [31], and this means that the voice of the practitioners is limited if we do not consider grey literature in
addition to academic literature in review studies.
4
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2.2.1 Six types of survey (meta-) studies
Survey (meta-) studies in software engineering and other fields have evolved lately and have been categorized into six
types, as shown by grey boxes in a meta-model in the left side of Figure 2 (adopted from [32]). The types of sources under
study and types of analyses, we can determine the type of a given survey study. Studies of any of the six types have started
to be published in software engineering, e.g., a recent grey literature review paper [33] was published on the subject of
choosing the right test automation tools.
The study reported in this paper is a MLM, in that we aim to only classify the body of knowledge in this area. Similar to the
relationship of systematic review and literature mapping studies [34], a multivocal literature mapping (MLM) can be
extended by follow-up studies to a Multivocal Literature Review (MLR) in which a further in-depth study of the issues and
evidence in a given subject can be conducted.
MLM
includes

includes

includes
SLR

SM/SLM: Systematic (literature) mapping
(classification)
Sources under
SLR: Systematic literature review
study
GLM: Grey literature mapping
GLR: Grey literature review
MLM: Multivocal literature mapping
MLR: Multivocal literature review
Papers in
Sources in grey
formal literature
literature

MLR

GLR

includes

includes

includes

SLM (SM)

includes

includes

GLM

includes
Types of analysis

includes

Systematic
mapping
of

Systematic review
(synthesis of
evidence)
of

Papers in
formal literature

Systematic
mapping
of

Systematic review
(synthesis of
evidence)
Systematic
mapping

of

Systematic review
(synthesis of evidence)

Sources in grey
literature

Figure 2-Relationship among different types of mapping and review studies (adopted from [32])

2.2.2 Multivocal literature reviews and mappings in software engineering
The ‘multivocal’ terminology has only been recently started to appear in the systematic reviews in software engineering ,
i.e., since 2013 in [22]. We found only a few systematic reviews in software engineering which explicitly used the
‘multivocal’ terminology: [22, 35-37]. [22] is a 2013 multivocal review on ‘technical debt’. [35] is a 2015 multivocal review
on iOS applications testing. [36] is a 2016 multivocal review to decide when and what to automate in software testing.
Finally, [37] is another 2016 multivocal review on software test maturity and test process improvement.
Many other systematic reviews have included the grey literature in their reviews and have not used the ‘multivocal’
terminology, e.g., [38]. A 2012 MSc thesis entitled “On the quality of grey literature and its use in information synthesis
during systematic literature reviews” [39] explored the state of including the grey literature in the software engineering
systematic reviews. Two of the RQs in that study were: (1) What is the extent of usage of grey literature in software
engineering systematic reviews?, (2) How can we assess the quality of grey literature? The study found that the ratio of
grey evidence in the software engineering systematic reviews were only about 9.22%, and the grey literature included
concentrated mostly in recent past (~48% in last 5 years 2007-2012).
Recently, in [21] the need for multivocal reviews in software engineering is pointed out and empirically investigated. Based
on sample systematic reviews and multivocal reviews from the areas graphical user interface (GUI) testing, metrics in agile
and lean, test automation, and test process improvement missing and gained knowledge due to excluding or including grey
literature is identified. The authors found that (1) grey literature can give substantial benefits in certain areas of software
engineering, and that (2) the inclusion of grey literature brings forward certain challenges as evidence in them is often
experience and opinion based.
2.3 RELATED WORKS: OTHER SECONDARY STUDIES IN THE SCOPE OF TEST SMELLS
We found no secondary studies (e.g., survey paper or systematic review) in the scope of test smells. As a meta study, we
only found a BSc thesis entitled “Categorizing test smells” [40] which categorized 53 different test smells on several
dimensions, e.g., test automation, determinism, , correct use of assertions, and reliability. That study is included in the pool
reviewed by our literature reviews.
5
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Looking at the area of software testing as a whole, many secondary studies have been conducted and reported. A recent
systematic review of systematic review studies (tertiary study) [41], in which the first author was involved, systematically
identified and reviewed 101 secondary studies (surveys, mapping and systematic reviews ) in software testing.

3 RESEARCH METHOD AND MLM PLANNING
In the following, an overview of our research method and then the goal and review questions (RQs) of our study are
presented.
3.1 OVERVIEW
To plan and conduct our literature review, we utilized the popular systematic review guideline of Kitchenham and Charters
[34], our past experience in several systematic mapping and review studies, e.g., [5, 42-45], and our experience in two recent
multivocal mapping studies [28, 36, 37]. We developed our literature review process as shown as an activity diagram in
Figure 3. We discuss the goal and RQs in Section 3.2. Section 4 to 6 then present the follow-up phases of the literature
review: source selection, developing the classification scheme/map, systematic mapping, synthesis and review.
Google
Scholar

Academic/techni cal liter ature
(formally published)

Legend

MLR planning

Grey literature

Activity

Initial Sea rch

Sea rch
key words

Study
RQs

MLR Goal
Data/
Entity

Regular Google
search engine

Initial Pool
(289 source s)

Snowballing

Pool ready
for voting
(314 source s)

Applic ation
of inclusion/ exc lusion
crit eria (voting)

Final Pool
(166 source s)

Database

Multiple
Entities

Source se lec tion

Final Map

Attribute
Generalization and
Iterativ e Refinement

Initial
Attributes

Attribute
Identification

Cla ssif ica tion scheme/map

Sys temat ic mapping, synthesis
and review

Sys temat ic
Mapping, Synthesis and Review

Sys temat ic
Mapping and Review Results

Figure 3-An overview of our literature review process (as an activity diagram)

3.2 GOAL AND REVIEW QUESTIONS
The goal of this study is to systematically map (classify), review and synthesize the state-of-the-art and –practice in the area
of test code smells, to find out the recent trends and directions in this field, and to identify opportunities for future research,
from the point of view of researchers and practitioners. Based on the abovementioned goal, we raise the following review
questions (RQs) grouped under three categories:
Group 1-Common to systematic mapping studies:

●
●
●

RQ 1.1-Mapping of studies by contribution types: What are the different contributions of different sources? How
many sources present new test smells, methods/techniques/guidelines/heuristics to handle test smells, tools, metrics,
and processes for handling smells?
RQ 1.2-Mapping of studies by research method types: What type of research methods have been used in the sources
in this area? Some of the studies presented solution proposals or weak empirical studies while others presented strong
empirical studies.
RQ 1.3-Research questions (only applicable for the empirical studies in the pool): What are the research questions
raised and studied in the empirical studies? Answering this RQ will assist us and readers (e.g., younger researchers) in
exploring potential interesting future research directions.

Group 2-Specific to the domain (test smells):
6
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●
●
●
●
●

RQ 2.1- Types of test smells: What types of test smells have been proposed in the community? We wanted to get a
catalogue of all smells presented in this area.
RQ 2.2- Types of approaches to deal with smells: What types of approaches have been proposed in the community to
deal with test smells?
RQ 2.3-Negative consequences of smells: What negative consequences have been reported due to test smells?
RQ 2.4-Test frameworks: How many of the reported/discussed test smells are specific to certain test frameworks and
how many are generic? Some test smells seem to be generic while some are specific to certain test frameworks.
RQ 2.5-Tools to deal with smells: What tools exist to deal with test smells?

Group 3-Trends and demographics:

●

RQ 3.1-Attention level in the formal versus grey literature: How much attention has this topic received in the formal
versus grey literature?

Note that as mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the study reported in this paper is a literature review, in that we aim to only classify
the body of knowledge in this area. This is visible from the type of RQs raised above, i.e., they are all of type “Description
and Classification” and “Frequency Distribution” according to the RQ classification presented by Easterbrook et al. [46].
This characteristics of study RQs is common for literature review studies [41]. We should also note that this literature review
can lay the foundation for a follow-up in-depth review study (multivocal review) in the area of test smells which will need
to synthesize the evidence in this area by raising RQs of types “Descriptive-Process”, “Relationship”, and “Causality” [41,
46], e.g., How are test smells manifested?, and Which test smells have more and which have little related evidence in the
area?

4 SEARCHING FOR AND SELECTION OF SOURCES
Let us recall from our MLM process (Figure 3) that the first phase of our study is article selection. For this phase, we followed
the following steps in order:




Source selection and search keywords (Section 4.1)
Application of inclusion and exclusion criteria (Section 4.2)
Finalizing the pool of articles and the online repository (Section 4.3)

4.1 SELECTING THE SOURCE ENGINES AND SEARCH KEYWORDS
For choosing the choice of search engines and the search approach, we used the systematic review guideline of Kitchenham
and Charters [34], our experience in two other recent literature reviews [36, 37] and several guideline/experience papers in
this area, e.g., [47-49].
It is widely known and has also been empirically reported [50] that the index of Google Scholar includes (subsumes) other
major publication databases in computer science and software engineering, e.g., the ACM digital library and IEEE Xplore.
Thus, using the Google Scholar would have included everything published in this area and we would not have missed any
relevant sources. Thus we decided to use the Google Scholar to search for the scientific literature. As for the search engine
for the grey literature, several literature reviews in other areas, guideline and experience papers such as [47-49] have
suggested using the regular Google search engine, which we also used in this work.
To ensure maximizing our reach for all the relevant sources on the internet, we developed our search string iteratively. Our
initial search string was: software test smell. After one round of searches in the Google engine and Google Scholar, we noticed
that we needed to “broaden” our search string to find and locate all the relevant sources which were using synonyms of
the term “smell”, such as “symptom” and “anti pattern”. Thus we determined our final search string to be: (software test OR
test OR test code) AND (smell OR symptom OR anti pattern OR design flaws OR debt). Without this broadening, our pool would
have missed many relevant sources, such as the following, which we now have in the pool:






[S11] in the pool (see the references for all the sources in Section 9.1): A testing anti-pattern safari
[S12]: ABAP assertion anti-patterns
[S35]: Developer test anti-patterns
[S43]: Five automated acceptance test anti-patterns
[S44]: Five page object anti-patterns
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The authors conducted all the steps of the search process as a team. Both the authors did independent searches with the
search strings, and during this search, the authors applied inclusion/exclusion criterion for including only those which
explicitly addressed the study’s topic (test smells).
When searching for the published (formal) literature in Google Scholar, we observed that Google Scholar returned a very
large number of items. To be exact, for the above query, Google Scholar usually returned, as of this writing, about 46,500
results. To deal with such a large number of candidate sources, we traversed in many consecutive pages of Google Scholar
results and only added those items, to the candidate pool, which were actual candidates and “could” be relevant to our
study (as per our inclusion/exclusion criteria discussed in the next section).
We also utilized the relevance ranking of results, as provided by the Google’s PageRank algorithm [51], which is also
included in Google Scholar, to restrict the search space. As per our observations, the most relevant sources usually appear
in the first pages. Thus, we checked each result page of Google Scholar search and only continued to next pages if it was
necessary, e.g., when the results in a given page still looked relevant. This was somewhat a search “saturation” effect.
Similar heuristics have been used in several other survey, guideline and experience papers such as [47-49].
When searching for the grey literature in Google’s regular search engine, we also relied Google’s PageRank algorithm to
restrict the search space. For example, when searches for one of the abovementioned search strings (“software test smell”)
in the Google search as of this writing (April 2017), one would get 1,190,000 results. Again, as per our observations, relevant
results usually only appear in the first few pages. To show what we really mean here, we show in Figure 4 a screenshot
from Google search results page in which the results are no longer relevant to our scope, thus we did not continue to the
next pages anymore. “Relevance” to our scope in this context was determined using the inclusion/exclusion criteria that
we discuss in the next sub-section.

Figure 4-Screenshot from Google search results page in which the results are no longer relevant to our scope

To ensure including all the relevant technical paper as much as possible, we conducted forward and backward snowballing
[52], as recommended by systematic review guidelines, on the set of papers already in the pool. Snowballing, in this context,
refers to using the reference list of a paper (backward snowballing) or the citations to the paper to identify additional papers
(forward) [52].
The search phase of the study was conducted in April 2016, and thus only sources published until that time were included
in the pool. As the literature review process (Figure 3) showed, our initial search in the search engines yielded 289 sources.
8
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Snowballing added 25 sources, bringing the total initial pool count to 314 sources, e.g., [S7] was found by forward
snowballing of [S14], i.e., the former source had cited the latter.
4.2 APPLICATION OF INCLUSION/EXCLUSION CRITERIA AND VOTING
We carefully defined the inclusion and exclusion criteria to ensure including all the relevant sources and not including the
out-of-scope sources. The inclusion criteria were as follows:





Does the source discuss test smells?
Does the paper contain validation of the proposed smell(s)? For sources from the formal literature, we expected
empirical validation, and for sources from the grey literature, we expected code examples, etc.
Is the source in English and can its full-text be accessed?
(Criterion for sources from the grey literature only): Does the source contain correct information and is it reasonably
credible? It was important to ensure credibility of grey sources. What if a source had relevant but wrong
information? We used ideas form a recent guideline for literature reviews [32], in which it was suggested to use
quality assessment criteria such as the AACODS criteria (Authority, Accuracy, Coverage, Objectivity, Date, and
Significance) [53]. For applying the AACODS quality assessment criteria, we evaluated each source w.r.t. the
questions listed in Table 1 (which we adopted from [53]).

The answer for each question could be {0, 1}. Only the sources which received 1’s for all the criteria were included. The rest
were excluded.
Table 1: Questions used in applying the AACODS criteria on sources from grey literature (adopted from [53])
Aspect
Authority

Questions



“Is an individual author associated with a reputable organization?”
“Has the author published other work in the field?”

Accuracy





“Does the source have a clearly stated aim?”
“Does the source have a stated methodology?”
“Is the source supported by authoritative, documented references?”

Coverage





“Are any limits clearly stated?”
“Does the work cover a specific question?”
“Does the work refer to a particular population?”

Objectivity





“Does the work seem to be balanced in presentation?”
“Is the statement a subjective opinion?”
“Are the conclusions biased?”

Date





“Check the bibliography: have key contemporary material been included?”
“If no date is given, but can be closely ascertained, is there a valid reason for its absence?”
“Does the item have a clearly stated date related to content?”

Significance





“Does it enrich or add something unique to the research?”
“Does it strengthen or refute a current position?”
“Does it have impact?”

4.3 FINAL POOL OF SOURCES AND THE ONLINE REPOSITORY
From the initial pool of 314 sources which both authors voted on, 140 sources were excluded during voting. This finalized
the pool with 166 sources, from which 120 (72.2%) were from the grey literature (e.g., internet articles and white papers)
and 46 (27.8%) were formally-published sources (e.g., conference and journal papers). The final pool of sources, the list of
included and excluded sources, the online mapping repository and details on why each individual source was excluded
can be found in the study’s online Google spreadsheet [54].

5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEMATIC MAP AND DATA-EXTRACTION PLAN
To answer each of the RQs, we conducted a mapping first, in which we developed a systematic classification scheme (map)
and then extracted data from papers to classify them based on the classification scheme. Details are discussed next.
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5.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEMATIC MAP
To develop our systematic map, we analyzed the studies in the pool and identified the initial list of attributes. We then used
attribute generalization and iterative refinement to derive the final map.
As studies were identified as relevant to our study, we recorded them in a shared spreadsheet (hosted in the online Google
Docs spreadsheet [54]) to facilitate our collaborative work and further analysis. Our next goal was to categorize the studies
in order to begin building a complete picture of the research area and to answer the study RQs. We refined these broad
interests into a systematic map using an iterative approach.
Table 2 shows the final classification scheme that we developed after applying the process described above. In the table,
column 2 is the list of RQs, column 3 is the corresponding attribute/aspect. Column 4 is the set of all possible values for the
attribute. Column 5 indicates for an attribute whether multiple selections can be applied. For example, in RQ 1.2 (research
type), the corresponding value in the last column is ‘S’ (Single). It indicates that one source can be classified under only one
research type. In contrast, for RQ 1.1 (contribution type), the corresponding value in the last column is ‘M’ (Multiple). It
indicates that one study can contribute more than one type of contributions (e.g., method, tool, etc.). Finally, the last column
denotes the answering approach for each RQ, i.e., whether a mapping (classification) for this field or using the metric value
only was enough or qualitative coding (synthesis) had to be conducted, as we discuss in the next section.
The list of categories for contribution and research types are quite established in the community of literature review studies
and are based on the guideline papers by Petersen et al. [55, 56].
Table 2: Systematic map developed and used in our study
Group

Group 1-Common to
all systematic
mapping studies

Group 2-Specific to
the domain (test
smells)

(M)ultiple/
(S)ingle

Answering
approach

M

Mapping

S

Mapping

Name of test smells discussed/proposed in the source

M

Qualitative
coding

Types of approaches to
deal with smells

Smell prevention, smell detection, smell correction, issues
leading to smells, and general smell discussion / listing
names of smells

M

Mapping

2.3

Negative consequences
of smells

Negative consequence(s)

M

Qualitative
coding

2.4

Test frameworks/tools

Generic, name(s) of test frameworks/tools discussed

M

Mapping

Tools to deals with
smells
Attributes of casestudy software under
test

Names, URLs and features of the tool(s) presented to
deals with smells

M

Just the
metric value

Number of SUTs or examples: integer
Production-code and test-suite sizes: integer

M

Mapping

Formal literature, grey literature

S

Mapping

RQ

Attribute/Aspect

1.1

Contribution type

1.2

Research type

2.1

Test smells

2.2

2.5
2.6
Group 3-Trends and
demographics

3.1

Literature type

Categories
Test smell, heuristics/guideline / method /(technique,
tool, metric, model, process, empirical results only, other
Solution proposal (simple examples only), weak
empirical study (validation research), strong empirical
study (evaluation research), experience reports,
philosophical studies, opinion studies, other

5.2 DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS METHOD
Once the systematic map was ready, we partitioned the work of data extraction among the authors. Each source was read
by one author and its data were exacted as per the systematic map. Then, for quality assurance, the exacted data were peer
reviewed by the other author. For effective and efficient data extraction, we used the experience-based guidelines that we
have recently developed and reported [57]. For example, for efficient reading of papers, we used the selective-opportunistic
reading approach [58].
Based on the our past experience and the lessons learnt in several literature review studies, e.g., [5, 42-45, 57], and mapping
studies [36, 37], we included traceability links on the extracted data to the exact phrases in the sources to ensure proper
justifications of how the classification under the map was made, especially when a reader or any of the authors want to
look at the data later on.
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Figure 5 shows a snapshot of our online spreadsheet [54] hosted on Google Docs that was used to enable collaborative work
and classification of sources with traceability links (as comments). In this particular snapshot, classification of sources w.r.t.
RQ 1.1 (Contribution type) is shown and one researcher has placed the exact phrase from the source as the traceability link
to facilitate peer reviewing and also quality assurance of data extractions.

Figure 5- A snapshot of the publicly-available spreadsheet [54] hosted on Google Docs that was used to enable collaborative work
and classification of sources with traceability

Once both researchers finished data extractions, we conducted systematic peer reviewing in which researchers peer
reviewed each other’s extracted data. In the case of disagreements, discussions were conducted. This was conducted to
ensure quality and validity of our results. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of how the systematic peer reviewing was done (see
the column labeled “PR”).

Figure 6- A snapshot showing how the systematic peer reviewing was done

As shown in Table 2, for RQ 1, we needed to synthesize and group test smells. Often different sources used slightly different
terminologies for the same test smell concept. For example, “test-class name” in [S18], "test with arcane terminology" in
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[S104], "unsuitable test method names" in [S119], and "using meaningless names for test methods" in [S123] all refer to the
same test-smell concept (unsuitable naming).
To systematically synthesize and group test smells, the researchers followed a systematic qualitative data analysis approach
and conducted “open” and “axial coding” [59]. “Open coding” includes labeling concepts, defining and developing
categories based on their properties and dimensions. It is used to analyze qualitative data and is a part of many qualitative
data analysis methodologies such as grounded theory. Open coding is the lowest level of coding and the closest to the
“raw” data. “Axial coding” is one layer of abstraction above open coding and is the disaggregation of core themes during
qualitative data analysis [59].
We grouped test smells in the “coding” phase in an iterative and interactive process in which both researchers participated.
Basically, we first collected all the test-smell names exactly as reported in the sources. Then we aimed at assigning suitable
smell names that would accurately represent all the extracted items, i.e., we chose the most suitable level of “abstraction”
as recommended by qualitative data analysis guidelines [59].
Figure 15 shows a screenshot from the classification spreadsheet in which examples of the qualitative coding are shown
under the various test-smell types.

Figure 7-Screenshot from the classification spreadsheet showing examples of the qualitative coding to synthesize and group test
smells

6 RESULTS
Results of the study are presented in this section.
6.1 MAPPING OF SOURCES BY CONTRIBUTION TYPES (RQ 1.1)
Figure 8 shows the growth of the field based on the mapping of sources by contribution facet. Note that the numbers on the
Y-axis are cumulative, and not annual values.
The majority of sources (104 sources, 104/166=62.6%) contributed guidelines/heuristics/methods/techniques to deal with
smells. 81 sources proposed new smells or discussed the existing ones in their own contexts. 24 sources contributed tools
to deal with smells. 5, 8 and 1 sources proposed models, metrics and processes in support of smell handling, respectively.
The contributions of five sources were empirical results only. Finally, 9 sources contributed “Other” types of contributions.
We discuss next excerpts and example contributions from each category of contributions.
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Figure 8- Growth of the field based on the mapping of sources by contribution facet

Guidelines/heuristics/methods/techniques to deal with smells
As discussed above, 109 sources contributed guidelines to deal with smells. Based on the type of approach discussed in
sources, we categorized the guidelines into these groups: (1) smell prevention, (2) smell detection, and (3) smell correction.
We discuss them in detail in Section 6.5.
Smells and smell types
In total, 81 sources (81/166=48%) presented new smell names and types. Out of those, only 9 were formally-published
sources, while 72 were grey sources. After discussions with a few of our industry partners (e.g., those involved in this study
[60]), we came to the observation that, as expected, most test smells and problems in this area are “observed” by
practitioners who are actively developing test scripts and are communicated by them via the grey literature (e.g., blog
sources and industry conference talks). Academia usually picks up those challenges and acts by working on systematic
methods to address those issues.

Number of sources proposing new smells

To characterize this observation further, we depict the contributions of formally-published versus grey literature in defining
new smell names, by year in Figure 9. As we can see, practitioners are far more active in identifying new smells in their
daily test automation activates than researchers and this is not surprising. As per our experience in the past, e.g., [15, 61],
many other areas of software testing and software engineering are also similar, in general, in which practitioners identify
practical challenges in their practices and pose those challenges for the research community to work on.
20
Formally published
Grey literature
15

10

5

0
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Figure 9- Contributions of formally-published versus grey literature in defining new smell names
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As discussed earlier (in Section 1), test smells are a type of anti-pattern, i.e., certain “recurring” patterns that is considered
a bad practice. Thus, when reviewing both the formal and grey literature, we ensured checking if a discussed problem, by
a researcher or a practitioner, was a really a “recurring” anti-pattern (test smell) or just an “isolated” one-time problem
spotted in one project. We found that almost all the discussed problems were indeed of recurring nature since, in all cases,
practitioners’ discussions of smells were based on a long experience in seeing those test smells and we could see that such
a problem could occur for other people too.
We furthermore observed that, sometimes, different people are using different terms to refer to the same (or almost the
same) test smell concept. For example, rather than writing a new test case method to test a new feature, some test engineers
add an assertion (and its corresponding setup and exercise) to an existing test case, which results in the “The Free Ride”
smell [S110]. This smell is very similar to the case of writing many test assertions in one test method, which is called the
same as Eager test , also called “The Test It All”, “Split Personality”, or “Assertion Roulette”. Actually, one can find such
similar smells by looking at the online classification table of test smells (https://goo.gl/1ZrL65).
We will characterize, synthesize and present a catalogue of all test smells in Section 6.4. Thus, to prevent duplication, we
do not repeat the list of smell names at this point.
Tools
We can easily imagine that prevention, detection and correction of smells manually can become challenging for large test
suites in practice, and practitioners would appreciate any type of tool support in this area. 24 of the 166 sources (13.7%)
presented tools for handling test smells. We review them in Section 6.8.
Models
5 sources proposed models in support of smell handling. For example, [S13] proposed a conceptual model for three specific
types of test smells (general fixture, eager test and obscure test) and their root causes. [S14] contributed a quality model for
test specification developed using the Testing and Test Control Notation (TTCN) [23]. [S19] presented a meta-model for test
fixture analysis.
Metrics
8 sources proposed metrics in support of smell handling. For example, [S13] presented a number of metrics and indicators
that measure certain properties of test code and are used for smell detection, e.g., Number of Fixture OBjects (NFOB) and
Number of OBject Uses in Setup (NOBU). Specific to the TTCN language, [S14] presented the following metrics in support of
smell detection: template coupling, test eagerness, complexity violation ratio, code duplication ratio, reference count
violation ratio, and magic value count violation. [S19] targeted automated detection of six fixture-related smells (general
fixture, test maverick, lack of cohesion of test methods (LCOTM), dead field, vague header setup, and obscure in-line setup),
and presented a set of metrics and their threshold values to indicate existence of smells.
Processes
Only one source proposed processes in support of smell handling. [S10] presented a “tester-assisted” (not fully automated)
methodology for test redundancy detection. Part of the methodology is a collaborative process for test redundancy
detection.
Empirical results only
Four sources were empirical studies in this area. [S60] examined the effect of conducting software inspections on automated
test code. The study reported the results of a repeated case study in an academic setting where unit test cases, which were
produced by pair and solo student groups, were inspected to assess the quality of test code.
[S80] examined empirically the adequacy of assertions in automated test suites. [S83] studied the diffusion of test smells in
automatically-generated test-code in an empirical setting. Entitled “The effects of test redundancy on software”, [S145] reported
a study on more than 50 test suites from 10 popular open-source projects, and found that higher amounts of test redundancy
is linked to higher amounts of bugs.
Other contributions types
9 sources contributed “Other” types of contributions. For example, [S26] categorized 53 different test smells on several
dimensions, e.g., test automation, determinism, correct use of assertions, and reliability.
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[S94] explored the root-causes of the “complex setup” smell as follows. “A complex setup especially for unit tests can be caused
by many things: Have you ever heard about the single responsible principle? Well, if you violate it in the code, then you will violate it
in your test as well. Another reason could be too many side effects. Do you sprinkle IO access in code like powder sugar on waffles, a
save to database here and a save to database there?”
For detection of several test smell types, [S127] presented automatable queries in the Code Query Language (CQL) which
can run in tools such as NDepend (www.ndepend.com), and can be automated in build processes.
6.2 MAPPING OF SOURCES BY RESEARCH METHOD TYPES (RQ 1.2)
Figure 10 shows the mapping of sources by research facet. Note that this classification was done similar to our past
experience in earlier systematic mapping and review studies, e.g., [5, 42-45]. Categories 1, 2 and 3 in this classification
correspond to solution proposals (simple examples only), weak empirical study (validation research), and strong empirical
study (evaluation research), i.e., in increasing levels of research approach maturity. Solution proposal sources only provide
simple examples. Weak empirical studies are less rigorous in comparison to the “strong” category (#3) with no hypothesis
testing and no discussions of threats to validity. However, strong empirical studies include RQs and hypothesis testing and
also discussions of threats to validity. Recall from Section 5.1 that the abovementioned list of categories are quite established
in the community of systematic mapping and review studies and are based on the systematic mapping guideline papers by
Petersen et al. [55, 56].
As we can see in Figure 10, a large number of the sources (55 of them) were classified as solution proposals (sources with
simple examples only). This is mostly due to the large ratio of the grey literature (72.4%) in the pool. There are relatively
less empirical studies thus denoting the relatively low research rigor in this area.

Figure 10- Mapping of sources by research facet

Experience studies were those who had explicitly used the term “experience” in their title or in discussions without
conducting an empirical study. There were 54 such sources. For example, in [S5] entitled “A better PHP testing experience”,
a practitioner shared her experience of moving away from assertion-centric unit testing and fixing smells such as eager
tests.
We classified 18 sources under the “opinion” research facet. These were the sources which had explicitly used the term
“opinion” in their discussions. For example, entitled “Test smells and test code quality metrics”, [S124] had the following phrase
in it: “My opinion is that a test method with more than 20 lines is too big”. No sources were classified under the “philosophical”
research facet.
6.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS RAISED AND STUDIED IN THE EMPIRICAL STUDIES (RQ 1.3)
To assist us and readers (e.g., younger researchers) in exploring potential interesting future research directions, we extracted
the list of Research Questions (RQs) raised in studies. 13 of the 17 “strong” empirical studies were structured and conducted
by raising and answering sets of RQs. We extracted and show the list of all those RQs in Table 3. In total, those 13 studies
raised 44 RQs. We can see a lot of interesting RQs in this list, e.g., a subset of RQs has explored the impacts of test smells on
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software maintenance, and another subset has assessed the diffusion and manifestation mechanism of smells. We believe
that new and established researchers can explore potential interesting future research directions from this list.
Table 3: Research questions raised and studied in the empirical studies
Source #
[S15]
[S17]

[S18]

[S19]

[S31]

[S40]

[S59]
[S81]

[S83]

[S89]

[S106]

[S117]
[S118]

List of Research Questions (RQs)
RQ1: What is the impact of test smells on program comprehension during maintenance activities?
RQ1: What is the diffusion of test smells in software systems?
RQ2: Is the diffusion of test smells dependent on systems characteristics?
RQ3: What is the impact of test smells on program comprehension during maintenance activities?
RQ1: How many Test Smells do the tests within the case study have?
RQ2: What is causing a Test Smell, and why and how?
RQ3: How do Test Smells manifest themselves in the code?
RQ4: What effects or consequences do they have, for example on the code, tests and other test smells?
RQ for future work: Whether the quality of the tests positively affects the quality of the application code and design?
RQ1: What do the structure and organization of test fixture look like in practice?
RQ2: Do fixture‐related test smells occur in practice?
RQ3: Do developers recognize these test smells as potential problems?
RQ4: Does a fixture analysis technique help developers to understand and adjust fixture management strategies?
RQ1: How can we evaluate the quality of test code?
RQ2: How effective is the developed test code quality model as an indicator of issue handling performance?
RQ3: How useful is the test code quality model?
RQ1: How many dependent tests can each detection algorithm detect in real‐world programs?
RQ2: How long does each algorithm take to detect dependent tests?
RQ3: Can dependent tests interfere with downstream testing techniques such as test prioritization?
RQ1: Effectiveness‐Can the technique detect both brittle assertions and unused inputs in real test suites?
RQ2: Cost‐What are the costs associated with using the technique and are they reasonable?
RQ1: How common is the occurrence of the inadequate‐assertion problem in test suites of open‐source projects?
RQ2: Which factors would (could) usually lead to inadequate assertion problem? Does the inadequate‐assertion problem occurrence
correlate to any internal characteristics of the SUT or its test suites, for instance, the complexity of class under test or its test code?
RQ1: To what extent test smells are spread in automatically‐generated test classes?
RQ2: Which test smells occur more frequently in automatically‐generated test classes?
RQ3: Which test smells co‐occur together?
RQ4: Is there a relationships between the presence of test smells and the project characteristics?
RQ1: Are many changes to test behaviour required if values inside the test data change?
RQ2: Are unnecessary indirections used?
RQ3: Are there any unused definitions?
RQ1: Do test fixture strategies change over time?
RQ2: Do test fixture smell densities increase over time?
RQ3: How are test fixture smells spread throughout a project?
RQ4: Which changes cause alterations in fixture smell trends?
RQ5: Are test fixture smells resolved?
RQ1: How can we evaluate the quality of test code?
RQ2: How effective is the developed test code quality model as an indicator of issue handling performance?
RQ1: Should other coverage criteria (than the four studied in that source) be also considered in redundancy measurement?
RQ2: Can separation of test cases in a JUnit test method make redundancy measurement more precise?
RQ3: Can separation of test phases improve the precision of redundancy measurement?
RQ4: Does the particular implementation of standard code coverage criteria affect accuracy of redundancy measurement?

6.4 A CATALOGUE OF TEST SMELLS (RQ 2.1)
A large number of test-smell types are discussed in various sources. 81 of the 166 sources presented new smell types. It was
interesting to observe that only 8 formally-published sources presented new smell types, while 73 sources from the grey
literature did so. Each source addressed between 1 to 86 smell types. [S127] discussed a staggering list of 86 test smells for
the Testing and Test Control Notation (TTCN) such as: LongStatementBlocks, TooManyParameters, ExcessivelyShortIdentifiers,
ExcessivelyLongIdentifier, MissingComments, and Break/ContinueUsage. Based on the raw data of list of smells, we developed
a classification of test smells, including all the 196 smell types as discussed in the literature.
A partial snapshot of the classification, to fit in this article (with 139 smells), is shown in Table 4. The classification comprises
the top-level categories test execution/behavior, test semantic/logic, design related, mock and stub related, in association
with production code, code related, as well as dependencies. The reader can refer to this online page
(https://goo.gl/1ZrL65) for the entire classification of test smells. Previous efforts to classify test smells have been made,
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e.g., [62], but by collecting the largest number of smells in its list, our classification is the largest and the most
comprehensive, to this date.
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Table 4: Extract from the classification of all test smells
Test execution / behavior
Other test
execution /
Performance behavior

Slow test

Manual
Intervention

The Loudmouth
Long
(Transcripting
Running Test Test)

The Slow
Poke

Frequently
opening and
closing browsers
in Selenium tests

Unnecessary
Navigation in
Selenium tests

Test semantic / logic
Testing
Testing
many
many things units

Eager test
(The Test It
All, Split
Personality)

Assertion
roulette

Hide feature
and end-toend tests
inside unit
tests

Test scope
overlap

Stinky
Synchronization Tests of
Syndrome in GUI different
tests
behaviors
The Free
Ride
(Piggyback)

Test
envy

Indirect
esting

Design
related

Issues in test steps

Code related

Other test logic
related

Not using
test
Issues in
patterns
setup

Issues in
assertions

Conditional test
logic (Guarded
Test)

Not using
pageobjects
patterns in
Selenium
tests
General fixture

Catching
Sloppy Worker Unexpected
No assertions (Wet Floor)
Exceptions

Nested
Conditional

Mixing
asserts
with
exercise

The
stranger Lazy test

Test Maverick

Vague Header
Setup

Lying Test

Assertionless
Test

Issues in
teardown

Not
Idempotent
(Interacting
Test With High
Dependency)

Teardown
Only Test

Issues in
exception
handling

Mock and
stub
related

In association
with
production
code

Is Mockito
Working
Fine?

Test logic in
Test
production code redundancy Long test

The Secret
Catcher
(The Silent
Catcher)

Mockito
any() vs.
isA()

Complex /
Code
Hard to
duplication understand

Dependencies

Violating
coding best
practices

Dependencies
among tests

External
dependencies

Bad naming

Coupling
between test
methods

Dependencies
on test
containers

Goto
Statement

Order
Dependent
Tests

Mystery guest

Ugly mirror

Complex
test

The Greedy

Mock
Happy
(MockOverkill,
The
Mockery)

For Testers only

Magic
Numbers (not
Obscure test 0,0.0,1,1.0)

Using
more than
one mock
for a test

Obsolete tests

God Test
Class

Deactivation
On Another
Level

The Peeping
Tom

Resource
Optimism

Mocking
everyhing

Embedding
implementation
detail in tests

Obscure
Test

Missing
Activation

The Uninvited
Guests)

Test Run War

Lack of
Cohesion of test
methods
Inefficient
(LCOTM)
Tests

The Liar

Excessive
Setup

The Line
Hitter

Expecting
Exceptions
Anywhere

Testing private
methods (X-Ray
Specs)

Refused
Bequest

Inappropriate
assertions

Expecting a
Specific
Exception

The Inspector

Excessive
Inline Setup

Redundant
assertions

Fire and Forget
(also called
Plate-Spinning)

Verbose
Test

Missing
Deactivation

Interacting
Tests

Resource Leak

Overspecification

Fragile Fixture

Inadequate
assertions

Second Class
Citizens

Indirect Test

Unreachable
Default

Interacting Test
Suites

The Local Hero

Split Logic

Inappropriately
Shared Fixture

Under-thecarpet failing
Assertion

Long
Parameter
List

Duplicate Alt
Branches

Lonely Test

The Operating
System
Evangelist

Inheariting from
the TestCase
class

The Cuckoo

Commented
Code in the
Test

Large test
Module

Fully
Parameterized
Template

Generous
Leftovers

Hidden
Dependency

Testing Happy
Path only

The Mother
Hen

Missing
Verdict (in alt
branches)

Hard to
maintain

Long
Parameter List
(6+
parameters)

Chain Gang

The Sequencer

Get really clever
and use random
numbers in your
tests

Setup Sermon
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The number of smells studied in each source varied among different sources. Figure 11 shows the histogram of the number
of smells studied in each source. About half of sources (51.1%, 89 out of 166) discussed only one smell, while several sources
discussed several smells. [S127] discussed a staggering number of 86 test smells for the TTCN language.
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Figure 11- Histogram of the number of smells studied in each source

Many sources have reported that a given smell can cause other smells, e.g., [S165] reported that the eager test smell (a single
test verifying too much functionality) can lead to the Assertion Roulette smell (it is hard to tell which of several assertions
within the same test method caused a test failure).
Many smells have been given ‘interesting’ names, e.g., “Counting on spies” in [S126] which occurs when injecting a proxy
object (spy) in place of a dependency (or collaborator), and spying on how the consuming class calls it. Entitled “Testing
anti-patterns: how to fail with 100% test coverage”, [S128] discussed a smell named “The ugly mirror” (also known as
Tautological tests) which occurs when the test code looks exactly like the code under test. [S24] has coined the following
smell names “Get really clever and use random numbers in your tests” (considering using random numbers in tests as being a
smell) and “Comment out your shame” to refer to those two bad practices.
[S121] has come up with these following smell names: (1) Fantasy Tests: passing tests of code that wouldn't actually work
in production, (2) Invasion of Privacy: testing of private function that is unreachable in production code (e.g. dead code),
(3) X-Ray Specs: the test is routinely exploiting its ability to access private variables on the subject to do its assertions (when
the prudent thing to do would be to design a public API so that the behavior of the subject could be asserted without looking
at its internal state), (4) Fire and Forget (also called Plate-Spinning): test fakes the production implementations to simplify
test of subject, and (5) Time Bombs: because of poor date management, the test will fail erratically on certain dates (e.g.,
weekend days)
[S144] coined the smell name “Stinky synchronization syndrome” which is the failure to use proper synchronization/ wait
points in the GUI-based testing of web applications using tools such as Selenium. [S144] referred to this smell as one of “the
biggest killers of test automation script reliability”. The source offered guidelines how to treat this “world-wide epidemic”. The
Mock Happy smell was coined in [S105] to refer to a test that needs many mocks to run. As a result, such a test would be
quite fragile, resistant to change, and hard to understand.
A collaborative online discussion thread in StackOverflow.com [S157] compiled a catalogue of 30 unit-testing anti-patterns.
The following smells were among the smells listed in that catalogue: (1) Second Class Citizens: test code isn't as well
refactored as production code, containing a lot of duplicated code, making it hard to maintain tests, (2) The Free Ride /
Piggyback: rather than writing a new test case method to test another/distinct feature/functionality, a new assertion (and
its corresponding actions, i.e., the Act steps from the Arrange-Act-Assert pattern) rides along in an existing test case, (3)
Happy Path: the test stays on happy paths (i.e. expected results) without testing for boundaries and exceptions., (4) The
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Local Hero: test is dependent on something specific to the development environment it was written on in order to run, (5)
The Hidden Dependency: closely related to the local hero, a unit test that requires some existing data to have been populated
somewhere before the test runs, (6) Chain Gang: a couple of tests that must run in a certain order, i.e. one test changes the
global state of the system (global variables, data in the database) and the next test(s) depends on it, (7) The Silent Catcher:
a test that passes if an exception is thrown, even if the exception that actually occurs is one that is different than the one the
developer intended, and (8) The Test It All: same as the Eager Test, about which a practitioner mentioned: “I have come across
this so many times, tests that break this rule are by definition a nightmare to maintain”.
[S115] is a presentation which complies and reports another catalogue of smells, e.g., (1) The Liar: the test passes against all
odds, (2) The Giant: a unit test that, although it is validly testing the object under test, can span thousands of lines and
contain many test cases, and (3) Wet Floor: the test creates data that is persisted somewhere, but the test does not clean up
when finished. This causes tests (the same test, or possibly other tests) to fail on subsequent test runs. Other practitioner
referred to this smell as “Sloppy worker” or “Generous leftovers”.
In summary, the classification that we have synthesized in Table 4 aims to be a first characterization of the test smells
proposed by both practitioners and researchers. As shown in in Table 4, we classified smells into eight categories: (1) smells
related to test execution / behavior, (2) smells related to test semantic / logic, (3) design related smells, (4) issues in test
steps, (5) mock- and stub-related smells, (6) smells in association with production code, (7) purely code related smells, and
(8) smells related to dependencies. We are seeing that in several cases, different names have been used to refer to the same
test smell concept, e.g., the phrases “eager test” used is [S 4, 5, 8] is referred to as “The Test It All” smell in [S157] and the
“Split Personality” smell in [S35] to refer to a test method which is test too many things, in an “eager” manner. As this
review paper intends to provide an overview on test smells and provide direction for future work, we encourage
practitioners and researchers to review our classification (catalogue) to conduct empirical studies on nature of these smells
and to identify further smells.
6.5 TYPES OF APPROACHES TO DEAL WITH SMELLS (RQ 2.2)
We categorized the sources based on the types of approaches presented in them to deal with test smells, as follows: (1)
(Guidelines for) smell prevention, (2) smell detection, (3) smell correction, (4) issues leading to smells, and (5) smell
catalogues and general discussions about smells. The first three categories are similar, in concept, to the three generic
approaches for handling software faults (vulnerabilities), i.e., fault prevention, fault detection and fault correction [63].
Based on our understanding of test smells and the literature, we developed a lifecycle for manifestation of test smells and
how to deal with them (shown in Figure 12). We also show in Figure 12 the number of sources which fell into each category,
e.g., 38 and 59 sources discussed smell detection and smell correction, respectively. We review a summary of selected
approaches in each category next.
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Figure 12- Lifecycle for manifestation of test smells and how to deal with them

6.5.1 Smell prevention
Entitled “8 Principles of better unit testing“, [S4] reported guidelines to prevent smells, e.g., “knowing what you're testing”, unit
tests should be self-sufficient, tests should be deterministic, and using isolation frameworks. [S69] suggested using the Fresh
Fixture pattern for avoiding erratic tests. Entitled “JUnits - Do’s and Dont’s”, [S79] suggests: “Write tests for methods that have
the fewest dependencies first”, and “Tests should be logically simple as possible, preferably with no decisions at all”.
Entitled “Avoiding 5 common pitfalls in unit testing”, [S21] suggested several guidelines for smell prevention, e.g., “remove
duplication, carefully consider method names, create convenience functions for testing features, keep (test) methods short, code-review
your unit tests”.
As a blog post, [S28] suggested a list of best practices that a practitioner follows: “Make test code as simple as possible. Use
simple assertions to compare actual and expected values. Put actual and expected value on the same line”. [S32] also suggested a list
of things to avoid: “Avoid using variables for expected values. Avoid extracting common functionality into helper methods. In general,
avoid creating complex code in your tests”.
Entitled “How to do test reviews”, to prevent readability-related smells, [S52] suggested: “It’s better to use factory methods, tests
one thing only, good and consistent naming conventions, meaningful assert messages, separate asserts from actions, magic strings and
values as inputs, make it easy to find related tests”. To prevent maintainability-related smells, [S58] suggested: “Test should be
isolated from each other and repeatable. (Making tests) public is always better. Make sure tests are not over-specified. State-based testing
is preferred. Strict mocks are used as little as possible. No more than one mock per test. Do not mix mocks and regular asserts in the
same test. ‘Verify’ mock calls only on the single mock object”. To prevent trust-related smells in tests, [S58] suggested: “Test should
not contain logic or dynamic values. Check coverage by playing with values. Use fixed values. Tests should not assert with expected
values that are created dynamically”.
6.5.2 Smell detection
A scientific paper [S7] proposed a framework for quality assurance of TTCN test scripts. The work provided a tool that
supports the detection of 14 bad smells in TTCN tests (e.g., code duplication, long statement blocks, long parameter lists,
and nested conditionals).
Another scientific paper [S16] conducted an empirical analysis of the distribution of unit test smells and their impact on
software maintenance. This work conducted an exploratory analysis of 18 software systems (two industrial and 16 open
source) aimed at analyzing the distribution of test smells in source code. It also conducted a controlled experiment involving
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twenty master students aimed at analyzing whether the presence of test smells affects the comprehension of source code
during software maintenance.
[S100] proposed a rule-based assessment approach with tool support (a tool called TestLint) to detect test smells. [S19]
reported an empirical study to assess the extent to which test smells are really harmful. Entitled “Characterizing the relative
significance of a test smell”, [S31] proposed a metric-based heuristics-based approach to rank occurrences of test smells
according to their relative significance. [S100] presented a rule-based approach to detect smells.
[S111] presented a tool for test coverage and test redundancy visualization (called TeCReVis). To detect redundant test
cases using this tool, testers need to find the tests that cover part of the system which are also covered by other test cases.
For this purpose, two graph notations named Test Coverage Graph (TCG) and Test Redundancy Graph (TRG) are used to
find the parts of the system covered by each test and compare the covered parts by other test cases.
Several sources also recommend conducting test-code reviews, similar to regular code reviews. [S123, S158] are examples
of those sources which actually contain detailed video tutorials with real examples on how to conduct test-code reviews
and detection test smells. Figure 13 shows two screenshots from those video tutorials.

Figure 13- Selected screenshots from a few video sources from the grey literature which recommend conducting “test (code)
reviews” [S123, S158]
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6.5.3 Smell correction
Smell correction is done mostly using refactoring. [S5] suggested that, to correct eager tests (tests with too many assertions),
it is a good idea to group assertions in a private method. [S15] was an empirical analysis focused on flaky tests. It provided
a catalogue of “fixing strategies” for such smells, e.g., for flakiness due to synchronization issues, it suggested using waitFor
and sleep calls in test code. For flakiness due to concurrency issues, it suggested adding locks and making code deterministic.
A scientific paper [S19], entitled “Automated detection of test fixture strategies and smells”, suggested that a general fixture
smell can be refactored by creating a minimal fixture, which covers only the setup code common for all test methods.
Individual setups should then be placed in delegate setups by applying method refactoring.
Another scientific paper [S22], entitled “Bad smells and refactoring methods for GUI test scripts”, mentions that: “When a piece
of test code has a bad smell, the code should be refactored to eliminate the bad smell to improve its quality”. This source presented a
list of test-script refactoring methods to correct smells.
Entitled “Quality assurance for TTCN‐3 test specifications”, [S89] presented a comprehensive refactoring catalogue for TTCN3 test scripts, which was inspired by Fowler’s refactoring catalogue for Java [64]. Some of the refactorings are: consolidate
conditional expression, consolidate duplicate conditional fragments, decompose conditional, extract function, introduce
assertion, introduce explaining variable, inline function, remove assignments to parameters, remove control flag, replace
nested conditional with guard clauses, separate query from modifier, and split temporary variable.
As a blog post by a practitioner [S133], to fix the ‘heavy setup’ test smell, it was suggested to use the ‘dependency injection’
approach. A practical example was also provided.
6.5.4 Root causes of test smells
[S13] explored the root causes of several test smells. It argued that the root cause of Obscure Test is lack of effort in keeping
the test code as clean and simple as possible. General Fixture smell is mainly caused when the setup fixture (also known as
the test context) is too general and has a broad functionality. The General Fixture tends to appear when a particular unit
testing framework is used to perform other types of testing, e.g., integration testing. To verify a unit’s behavior with various
data configurations, a test case could contain multiple instances of the unit under test, thus increasing the severity of General
Fixture smell.
The authors of [S13] believed that the Eager Test is manifested under the following cases: (1) when a test tries to check
several methods of the object to be tested; (2) When a test command is not refactored as and when the production code is
refactored; (3) Eager test appears when all the steps in a scenario-based testing approach that are applied to unit testing are
executed in one test command; and (4) A production method that contains multiple parameter value combinations can also
result in Eager Test.
Another study [S15] empirically explored the various causes of test flakiness: flakiness due to synchronization, due to
concurrency, and due to ordering of tests. Entitled “A testing anti-pattern safari”, [S11] explored the common reason for Slow
Tests as follows: having other testing anti-patterns, having tests with lots of setup, and having a slow implementation
(production) code.
[S21] explored the root causes of some other types of test smells. It reported that the ‘dead field’ smell occurs when a class
or its super classes have fields that are never used by any test method. The smell ‘Lack of Cohesion of Test Method’ occurs
if test methods are grouped together in one test class, but they are not cohesive. A ‘vague header setup’ smell occurs when
fields are initialized in the header of a class, but not in implicit setup.
A nice-to-read book entitled “Bad tests, good tests” [S26] referred to a brittle test as “The test that knows too much” and as the
root cause of these test, it reported that “Because we put too many details into them!”.
Another book entitled “Jakarta pitfalls: time-saving solutions for struts, ant, JUnit, and Cactus” [S72] explored a set of ‘pitfalls’
(smells) for JUnit and an Apache-based test framework named Cactus as listed next:




“No Assert is the result of developers that do not realize that calling a method is not the same as testing it.
Unreasonable Assert examines the tendency of developers new to unit testing to start asserting everything, even things that won’t
happen unless the JVM is not working properly.
Console-based Testing addresses the problem of developers who get into the habit of using “System.out” to validate their
applications. This method of testing is very haphazard and error-prone.
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Unfocused Test Method is common to more experienced developers who get a little lazy about writing good tests and let the test
become overly complex and hard to maintain.
Failure to Isolate Each Test is fixed using the setup and tear-down methods defined in the JUnit framework. These methods allow
each test to be run in an isolation that contains only the test subject and the required structure to support it”.

6.5.5 Smell catalogues and general discussions on smells
[S94] synthesized and presented a catalogue of 39 smells for TTCN language. Entitled “Categorizing test smells”, [S26]
categorized 53 different test smells on several dimensions, e.g., test automation, determinism, correct use of assertions, and
reliability.
[S14] investigated the “maintainability sub-characteristics” of TTCN test smells by using a formal quality model for test
specifications. In “How not to test” [S47], a practitioner considered the ‘Test everything’ strategy as a test smell.
[S95] explored patterns and anti-patterns (smells) of acceptance testing with the FitNesse tool. Six test smells were discussed
in this source: (1) Using FitNesse for unit testing; (2) Using FitNesse as a QA testing tool; (3) Test after: Writing tests after
the code is already written does not give enough value when compared to writing them before and using them to drive
development; (4) Hiding test data in fixture code; (5) Implementation-dependent acceptance tests; and (6) Logging in fixture
code.
Entitled “Unbearable test code smells”, [S154] discussed a set of other smells: “copy and paste code, not knowing the fixtures, overoptimism (tests that forgot to cover exceptional cases or just covered the easiest condition), tests that crash 50% of the time, testing
everything at a time, and inappropriate dependencies”. Another interesting smell name was the “I-have-no-idea-what-I'mtesting” anti-pattern discussed in [S146].
[S156] explored three reasons why inheritance should not be used in tests: (1) inheritance is not the right tool for reusing
code, (2) Inheritance can have a negative effect to the performance of test suites, and (3) Using inheritance makes tests
harder to read. A 1.5-hour YouTube video entitled “Test smells and fragrances” [S123] explored both good (fragrances) and
bad practices.
6.6 NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF SMELLS (RQ 2.3)
38 source explicitly discussed negative consequences of test smells. Here are some examples. As a negative consequence of
eager test, [S5] discussed that “if you introduced a bug which breaks the first behavior, the second behavior may still be fine, but you
won't know it because the test runner does not execute the remaining statements of this test method. And, the other way around, if the
second behavior is broken, this entire test fails, even though the first behavior remains unchanged”.
[S13] listed the negative consequences for the General Fixture smells as follows: (1) Tests will be fragile, i.e., the cause-effect
relationship between fixture and the expected outcomes is less visible. This results in poor readability and tests will be hard
to understand. A change that is made for one test affects the other tests as too much of functionality is covered in the fixture.
(2) Since the tests do a lot of unnecessary work, they will run slower. This will result in the tests taking a long time to
complete.
[S19] discussed that the “dead fields” smell can indicate a non-optimal inheritance structure, or that the super class conflicts
with the single responsibility principle. Recall that the ‘dead field’ smell occurs when a class or its super classes have fields
that are never used by any test method. Also, dead fields within the test class itself can indicate incomplete or deprecated
development activities. [S21] also mentioned that test classes with high cohesion facilitate code comprehension and
maintenance. Low-cohesive test methods would be smelly because they aggravate reuse, maintainability and
comprehension.
[S26] indicated that over-specified (eager) tests reduce the readability of tests, and also affects their maintainability, as it
increases the number of things that will necessitate updating in the test code. Doing ‘copy and paste’ when writing tests
(duplication) results in overgrown set-up methods (which create many more objects than are required) and adds to the
complexity, making tests less readable and more fragile.
[S35] indicated that test-code duplication affects changeability and stability. Obscure tests are harder to maintain and do
not serve as documentation. Conditional-test logic lowers analyzability and the changeability of the test code. Fragile tests
increase the test code’s maintenance effort.
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6.7 SMELLS SPECIFIC TO TEST FRAMEWORKS/TOOLS (RQ 2.4)
While reviewing the sources, we noticed that some test smells are generic (independent of any specific test framework/
tool), e.g., eager test, while some are specific to certain frameworks/tools. Figure 14 shows the explicitly-mentioned test
frameworks/tools for which the smells were discussed. 54 sources discussed test smells in generic contexts, i.e.,
independent of any specific test framework/tool. Smells specific for JUnit were the majority as they were discussed in 69
sources.

Figure 14- The test frameworks/tools for which the smells were discussed

Smells specific for other frameworks in the xUnit family were also explored, e.g., [S5, 68, 146] were focused on PHPUnit.
[Sources 63, 66, 167] were focused on NUnit. [Sources 11, 43, 92] were focused on Test::Unit (test-unit), a xUnit-based unit
testing framework for Ruby. 12 sources explored smells specific for RSpec, a Behaviour-Driven Development (BDD)
framework for Ruby. 3 sources explored smells specific for Jasmine, a BDD framework for JavaScript.
Four sources explored smells specific for ‘other’ test tools/frameworks: MiniTest [S11], Jakarta Cactus [S72], FitNesse [S95],
and Spock, a Groovy-based test framework [S26].
6.8 TOOLS TO DEAL WITH TEST SMELLS (RQ 2.5)
We can easily imagine that prevention, detection and correction of smells manually can become challenging for large test
suites in practice, and practitioners would appreciate any type of tool support in this area. 24 of the 166 sources (13.7%)
presented tools for handling test smells. After our investigations, we found that 12 of these tools are available for download,
as we have listed along with their URLs in Table 5. Practitioners can benefit from these tools to handle test smells in their
projects.
Table 5-List of the tools presented in the literature for handling test smells
#
1

Source #
[S9]

Tool name
TRex

2

[S10,
119]

TeReDetect

3

[S18]

TestLint

4

[S19]

TestHound

5
6

[S40]
[S59]

TestIsolation
OraclePolish

Description
A tool for smell detection and refactoring for
TTCN
A tool for test redundancy detection for JUnit.
TeReDetect is an embedded extension to the
CodeCover Eclipse plug‐in
Automated detection of 49 smell types for
NUnit
Automated detection of test fixture smells for
JUnit
A tool for detecting dependent tests
Tool for improving oracle quality by
detecting brittle assertions
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URL
www.trex.informatik.uni‐goettingen.de/trac
www.codecover.org

www.typemock.com/test‐lint
swerl.tudelft.nl/bin/view/MichaelaGreiler/TestHound
code.google.com/archive/p/testisolation
www.bitbucket.org/udse
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7

[S100]

testLint

Rule‐based detection of test smells for JUnit

scg.unibe.ch/wiki/alumni/stefanreichhart/testsmells

8

[S106]

TestEvoHound

Mines Git and SVN repositories for test
fixture smells

http://swerl.tudelft.nl/bin/view/MichaelaGreiler/TestEvoHound

9

[S111]

TeCReVis

www.codecover.org

10
11

[S116]
[S141]

12

[S162]

Unnamed
TestQ
(formerly
Tsmells)
TRex

Tool for test coverage and test redundancy
visualization (a module inside the CodeCover
coverage tool)
Test clone detection
Exploring structural and maintenance
characteristics of unit test suites, to quantify
test smelliness
Detect smells in TTCN‐3 test suites

www.bitbucket.org/felixfangzh/similartestanalysis
code.google.com/archive/p/tsmells

www.trex.informatik.uni‐goettingen.de/trac

6.9 ATTENTION LEVEL IN THE FORMAL AND GREY LITERATURE (RQ 3.1)
In Figure 15, we show (as a stack chart) the number of formally-published sources and those from the grey literature. As
we can see, the attention level in this topic started from around 2001 when test automation started to become popular and
has steadily risen since then (with some ups and downs) among both the research and practitioner communities. Note that
the pool of sources for the year 2016 is partial (contains only 5 sources) since the search phase of the study was conducted
in April 2016.
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Figure 15-Growth of the area and the types of sources

7 DISCUSSION
7.1 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS AND TAKE-AWAY MESSAGES
We summarize the research findings of each RQ and discuss the implications next.


RQ 1.1: Mapping of studies by contribution facet: There was a fine mix of various contribution types in different
sources. We classified the contributions into: smells, tools to deal with smells, models, metrics and processes in support
of smell handling, empirical studies in this area and “Other” types of contributions. The majority of sources (109
sources, 62%) contributed guidelines/ techniques to deal with smells. We discussed excerpts and example contributions
from each category of contributions. We encourage researchers and practitioner to review more details in this study’s
online sheet [54].
Implications for researchers: We encourage researchers to review and benefit from the many grey sources that
are discussing new smells or challenges about them and plan to do research on those issues to find suitable
solutions. Also, the number of studies proposing metrics in this area is relatively low (only 8 out of 166). Thus
we encourage researchers to design and propose new metrics for prevention, detection, and/or correction of
smells. From another perspective, the fact that we included the grey literature in our review substantially
improved the scope and extent of the wealth of knowledge provided by this review, which once again
highlighted the need to include grey literature and conduct multivocal literature reviews in software
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engineering [21]. If we were to only include the formal literature, we would have had only 46 sources, while
our pool now has 166 sources, with a great wealth of knowledge coming from the grey literature.
Implications for practitioners: Since studies such as [26] revealed that software engineers generally do not
recognize test smells and their potentially harmful impacts, we encourage practitioners to utilize this paper
and the online paper spreadsheet (http://goo.gl/qOTLbG) as an “index” to the vast body of knowledge in this
important area, and by helping them develop high-quality test scripts, and minimize occurrences of test smells
and their negative consequences in large test automation projects.
RQ 1.2: Mapping of studies by research facet: A large number of the studies (58, 33%) were classified as solution
proposals (sources with simple examples only). This is mostly due to the large ratio of the grey literature (72.4%) in the
pool.
Implications for researchers: There are relatively less empirical studies thus denoting the relatively low research
rigor in this area. There are too many smell types discussed in the community but many of them have not been
studied/assessed in empirical settings yet. This raises the need for more empirical studies in this area.
Implications for practitioners: At the same time, there were 17 “strong” empirical studies which researchers
and practitioners can benefit from by observing the high amount of rigour in those studies for prevention,
detection, or correction of certain test smells. But still, there is a need for empirical studies on smells not studied
in detail yet.
RQ 1.3-Research questions: In total, 13 studies of the pool raised 44 RQs. We saw a lot of interesting RQs in this list,
e.g., a subset of RQs has explored the impacts of test smells on software maintenance, and another subset has assessed
the diffusion and manifestation of smells.
Implications for researchers: We encourage researchers to explore the research directions from the list of RQs
that we compiled from the sources in this work (Table 3) and carry on further research by getting insights from
those RQs.
Implications for practitioners: The synthesized list of RQ can also be useful for practitioners since they can
review those RQs and, in case their practical challenges relate to those RQs, they can get insights from them,
replicate such analyses in their context based on clearly defined approaches provided in those papers, or even
collaborate with researchers on such RQs. We repeat some of those RQs here again to highlight their high
degree of relevance for many practitioners: (1) Is the diffusion of test smells dependent on systems
characteristics?, (2) What is the impact of test smells on program comprehension during maintenance
activities?, (3) How many Test Smells do the tests within the case study have?, (4) What is causing a test Smell,
and why and how?, and (5) How do test Smells manifest themselves in the code?
RQ 2.1- Types of test smells: We found that a large number of test-smell types are discussed in various sources. We
listed a selected set of the most-discussed test-smell types. Duplicate test-code and then complex (also known as verbose
or obscure) test smells have been the most discussed types.
Implications for researchers: We encourage researchers to explore the catalogue of test smells that we provided
(Table 4). While approaches have been proposed for prevention, detection, and correction of some of those
smells, there are no systematic approaches to deal with many others. Thus, researchers are invited to work on
those issues.
Implications for practitioners: The catalogue of test smells, that we synthesized, can be a good reference for
practitioners when they are writing test code. They can keep the catalogue handy and regularly refer to it to
ensure not “injecting” test smells into their code.
RQ 2.2- Types of approaches to deal with smells: Based on the type of approach discussed in sources, we categorized
them into these groups: (1) smell prevention, (2) smell detection, (3) smell correction, (4) issues leading to smells, and
(5) general smell discussion / listing names of smells. Based on type of approaches, we also developed a lifecycle for
manifestation and management of test smells.
Implications for researchers: We believe the smell lifecycle that we developed and presented might help better
structure future studies in this area. Also, while many approaches have been proposed for smell prevention,
detection, and correction, there is need for carefully-designed empirical studies by researchers to assess the
extent to which those approaches are really helpful in practice.
Implications for practitioners: We encourage practitioners to review and utilize the approaches in each of the
above categories to ensure not allowing smells manifest in their test code. We also invite practitioners to report
back to the community about their experience with those approaches after using them.
RQ 2.3-Negative consequences of smells: Test smells by themselves are not necessarily harmful, but it is their negative
consequences that make them unwanted. 38 source explicitly discussed negative consequences as a result of test smells.
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Implications for researchers: We encourage researchers work on approaches to decrease the negative
consequences of test smells.
Implications for practitioners: We encourage practitioners to further report the negative consequences of smells
in their projects so that the community becomes more aware of the importance of paying more attention to test
smells.
RQ 2.4-Test frameworks/tools: We noticed that while some test smells are generic (independent of any specific test
framework/tool), e.g., eager test, some other smells are specific to certain frameworks/tools. 54 sources discussed test
smells in generic contexts. Smells specific for JUnit were the majority as they were discussed in 69 sources.
Implications for researchers: As more and more specific frameworks/tools are developed and used in this area,
there is a need for in-depth smells studies in each of those contexts which researchers should plan to work on.
Implications for practitioners: We expect that while some smells have been reported in the context of specific
test frameworks/tools (e.g., JUnit), they will also manifest in other test frameworks/tools. Thus, we encourage
practitioners to evaluate those possibilities and report back to the community.
RQ 2.5-tools: Prevention, detection and correction of smells manually can become challenging for large test suites in
practice, and practitioners always appreciate tool support in this area. We found that 12 of tools are available for
download in this area, as we listed them along with their URLs.
Implications for researchers: Of 24 sources which presented tools for handling test smells, only 12 tools are
available for download (an availability ratio of only 50%). We encourage all researchers to make all their
research/prototype tools available, even if they have low usability. After all, there is not much benefit in
reading a paper which discusses a tool, and then not being able to download and use that tool.
Implications for practitioners: Practitioners are encouraged to install and benefit from the available tools to
handle test smells in their projects.
RQ 3.1-Attention level in the formal and grey literature: The attention level in this topic started from around 2001
when test automation started to become popular and has steadily risen since then among both the research and
practitioner communities.

7.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCHERS AND PRACTITIONERS:
Out of the 166 sources, 120 were from the grey literature and 46 were formal literature. We reviewed the real-world
experience of practitioners in grey sources in this area while we have the rigor of academic efforts in the formal literature.
While our literature review was a first effort to review and synthesize both these bodies of knowledge, it would be best to
mix these two strengths and study test smells more via industry-academia collaborations in this area. Meta-information of
the literature review process: data extraction time
Similar to the lessons-learnt and experience papers in the systematic review literature, e.g., [65-67], we also monitored and
assessed our literature review execution process, with the goal of continuously improving our literature review execution
skills. As a metric to assess efficiency of data extraction, we measured and logged the extraction time of each source, as
conducted by each researcher. Figure 16 shows the time-series plot of data extraction time for each source by each
researcher. Sources are indexed by their numbers as included in the pool and numbered in this review.
‘V’ and ‘B’ stand for the first and the second author, respectively. ‘V’ is a senior researcher and has conducted 10+ literature
review studies in the past, e.g., [5, 36, 37, 42-45]. ‘B’ is a junior researcher (MSc student) and this is his first literature review
experience. We can clearly see in Figure 16 that the ‘V’ has been more efficient than ‘B’ in data extraction. ‘B’ extracted data
from 148 sources while ‘V’ extracted 26 sources. Figure 16 shows also the trend lines for the ‘B’ dataset, from which we can
see that, as ‘B’ has done more extraction, he has become more efficient (experienced) in it. The fluctuations for both data
series are mostly due to the very varying length of the sources, i.e., some grey literatures such as blog posts were very short
which took only a few minutes to extract data from, while some formally-published sources such as thesis were very
comprehensive and long (100+ pages) which required much more time to be studied to extract data from.
Let us also recall from Section 5.2 that we conducted systematic peer reviewing in this work to ensure the high-quality of
the extracted data and mappings, i.e., each author peer reviewed the data extracted by the other author.
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Figure 16- Time-series plot of data extraction time for each source by each researcher

7.3 POTENTIAL THREATS TO VALIDITY
The main issues related to threats to validity of this literature review review are inaccuracy of data extraction, and
incomplete set of studies in our pool due to limitation of search terms, selection of academic search engines, and researcher
bias with regards to exclusion/inclusion criteria. In this section, these threats are discussed in the context of the four types
of threats to validity based on a standard checklist for validity threats presented in [68]: internal validity, construct validity,
conclusion validity and external validity. We discuss next those validity threats and the steps that we have taken to
minimize or mitigate them.
Internal validity: The systematic approach that has been utilized for source selection is described in Section 4. In order to
make sure that this review is repeatable, search engines, search terms and inclusion/exclusion criteria are carefully defined
and reported. Problematic issues in selection process are limitation of search terms and search engines, and bias in applying
exclusion/inclusion criteria.
Limitation of search terms and search engines can lead to incomplete set of primary sources. Different terms have been
used by different authors to point to a similar concept. In order to mitigate risk of finding all relevant source, formal
searching using defined keywords has been done followed by manual search in references of initial pool and in web pages
of active researchers in our field of study. For controlling threats due to search engines, not only we have included
comprehensive academic databases such as Google Scholar. Therefore, we believe that adequate and inclusive basis has
been collected for this study and if there is any missing publication, the rate will be negligible.
Applying inclusion/exclusion criteria can suffer from researchers’ judgment and experience. Personal bias could be
introduced during this process. To minimize this type of bias, joint voting was applied in source selection and only source
with scores passing our set threshold were selected for this study. Also, to minimize human error/bias, we conducted
extensive peer reviewing to ensure quality of the extracted data. To check validity and credibility of grey sources, we used
ideas form a recent guideline for multivocal reviews [32], in which it was suggested to use quality assessment criteria such
as the AACODS framework (Authority, Accuracy, Coverage, Objectivity, Date, and Significance) [53]. While the AACODS
criteria are quite popular, it could be that we have made mistakes in applying them.
Construct validity: Construct validities are concerned with issues that to what extent the object of study truly represents
theory behind the study [68]. Threats related to this type of validity in this study were suitability of RQs and categorization
scheme used for the data extraction.
Conclusion validity: Conclusion validity of a literature review study is asserted when correct conclusions are reached
through rigorous and repeatable treatment. In order to ensure reliability of our treatments, an acceptable size of primary
sources was selected and terminology in defined schema reviewed by authors to avoid any ambiguity. All primary sources
are reviewed by at least two authors to mitigate bias in data extraction. Each disagreement between authors was resolved
by consensus among researchers. Following the systematic approach and described procedure ensured replicability of this
study and assured that results of similar study will not have major deviations from our classification decisions.
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External validity: External validity is concerned with to what extent the results of our literature review can be generalized.
As described in Section 4, we included both scientific and grey literature in the scope of test smells with a sound validation
and written in English. The issue lies in whether our selected sources can represent all types of literature in the area of test
smells. For this issue, we argue that relevant literature we selected in our pool taking scientific and grey literature into
account contained sufficient information to represent the knowledge reported by researchers and professionals. As we saw
in Section 6.10, the collected sources contained a significant proportion of academic and industrial work which forms an
adequate basis for concluding results useful for both academia and applicable in industry. Also, note that our findings in
this study are mainly within the field of test smells. We have no intention to generalize our results beyond this subject.
Therefore, few problems with external validity are worthy of substantial attention.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We performed a Multivocal Literature Review (MLM) study to find out what we know about test smells, by summarizing
the state-of-the-art and the –practice in this area. We searched the academic literature using the Google Scholar and the grey
literature using the regular Google search engine. Our literature review and its results were based on 166 sources, 120
(72.4%) of which were from the grey literature and 46 (27.6%) were formally-published sources. By summarizing what we
know about test smells and using qualitative analysis (coding), our review identified the largest catalogue of test smells,
along with the summary of guidelines/techniques and the tools available to deal with those smells. We also extracted and
synthesized the type of test frameworks and systems under test (SUTs) studied in the sources. We believe that this paper
will benefit the readers (both practitioners and researchers) by serving as an overview and “index” to the vast body of
knowledge in this area, and by helping them develop high-quality test scripts, and minimize occurrences of test smells and
their negative consequences in large test automation projects.
We classified the sources by contribution types, research-method types, and types of approaches to deal with smells (smell
prevention, smell detection, and smell correction). We also synthesized negative consequences of smells as reported by
practitioners that researchers (e.g., smells lower tests changeability, stability, readability and their maintainability). We also
provided the list of and link to 12 tools available for download to deal with smells.
An interesting observation was that, out of 81 sources which presented “new” smell types, only 8 were formally-published
sources presented while 73 grey literature sources presented new smell types. This seems to denote that, as expected, since
practitioners are the ones who are actively writing and working with test scripts, they are more active in identifying
recurring issues in test scripts which they start coining those issues as new test smell names. By contrasting the smells
presented by practitioners and those presented or studied by researchers, we can pinpoint the smells on which there is a
need for more empirical studies and researchers should focus on in the future. Our online master Google repository [54]
and the classification of test smells (https://goo.gl/1ZrL65) would assist in identifying those smells. For example, smells
such as the following two have been discussed by a practitioner in [S163], but we have not seen any studies by researchers
to empirically analyze them: (1) Test data too much coupled with SUT database, and (2) Environment configuration
hardcoded in tests.
Furthermore, when we used qualitative coding to synthesize and derive the classification of test smells
(https://goo.gl/1ZrL65, we found out about the existence of new classification dimensions, e.g., there are smells
characterized by “logical” (semantic) issues as well as structural issues. This means that researchers should carefully
consider the usage of new sources of information (e.g., both semantic and textual information) when designing test smell
detectors.
Our future work includes the followings: (1) using the findings of this literature review in both research and industrial
projects and empirical evaluations; (2) to assess the extent to which the smell handling guidelines that we
collected/synthesized in this work are useful in practice; (3) to synthesise the “strong” empirical studies and to write an indepth paper out of it (for example [S114, 125]); (4) based on the needs that will arise in practical projects and empirical
studies, to develop new methods and guidelines for handling smells; and (5) to answer the following questions by
conducting a Multivocal Literature Review: What are the characteristics more important for practitioners that researchers
should investigate more? What is the overlap between researchers and practitioners with respect to test smells? How far
are we? What do researchers should do to bridge the gap? In answering these questions, we plan to benefit from our recent
efforts in bridging industry and academia, e.g., [15, 61, 69, 70].
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APPENDIX- ACRONYMS USED IN THE PAPER
SUT
SM
SLM
SLR
GLM
GLR
MLM
MLR
TTCN
RQ

Software under test
Systematic mapping
Systematic literature mapping
Systematic literature review
Grey literature mapping
Grey literature review
Multivocal literature mapping
Multivocal literature review
Testing and Test Control Notation
Review Question
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